WHAT IS THE RITE TOOL KIT?

Top athletes practice with the right equipment to improve their sport, yet employee training rarely provides tools for continue learning... Until now! Using the RITE Tool Kit along with RITE Emotional intelligence (EI) and Social Intelligence (SI) knowledge, is what elevates RITE Training up a notch.

At RITE Academy, our programs include unique Tools for each student to work with and learn from, during and after class. These tools allow the learning to continue personally and professionally well after the class is over. It takes 21 days to change a habit and improve behavior. RITE Tools help to create change.

Executive leaders have said, the RITE tools provide a means for practice and accountability after the training, a priceless feature we rarely see, but do need! These tools improve employee interaction with co-workers and the community, while improving departmental morale, and helping to build community trust.

RITE Academy is changing the way we look at Cultural Diversity for law enforcement, corrections, and public service professionals. Cultural change starts with each individual’s ability to understand and control their emotions, especially under pressure situations. Racial Intelligence is improving officer wellness, the needed pillar of strength for improving overall employee performance.
RITE Tool Kit Overview:

- Putting the (5) RITE Tools into daily practice
- Improved communication skills – Diffuse and De-Escalate situations
- Apply the 21-day RITE Rule – Proven study of how to improve communication
- De-escalation practice using the RITE Block-out Tool
- Controlling Block-Out Syndrome in others – Partner accountability
- Mentorship of others using the RITE Tools – Department, Community, Home
- RITE Gratitude Coin Challenge – Building Community Relations & Trust
- Builds accountability – Keys for Career Resiliency
- Racial Intelligence Handbook – Lessons and references (plus open-book exam)

Special Note: RITE Kits are included in all Executive leadership, First-line supervisor, and Train-the-trainer Programs, taught by RITE Academy.

Once Certified, Trainers can teach the RITE Course to their department employees, distributing one RITE Kit per employee.

RITE Tool Kits Include: RITE custom zip bag that holds all the EI and SI Tools. Choose RK1, RK2 or a combination for your RITE employee training:

- RK1 RITE Tool Kit $17.95
- RK2 RITE Tool Kit Plus Racial Intelligence Handbook $27.95

(RK2 with Handbook is needed for student open-book exam)